
Economic savings: 9.572 €/year           Pay-back: 4 years = 48 months

CO2 emissions savings: 34,26 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Replacement of high power factor fluorescent lamps for high frequency electronic lamps. 

Initial Situation                                                                                                                             
-In the whole installation there are lamps with the following power:                                            
·  Fluorescence AF 2X58W.                                                                                                   
·  Fluorescence AF 4X36XW.                                                                                                                                      
The switching on of these lamps is manual and constant throughout its operating 
regime.                                                                                                                                                
-Total power installed in the lamps: 20 Kw.                                                                                                                            
-Operating regime: 3.000 h/year.

Final Situation                                                                                                                           
-Installation of new lamps with high frequency equipments.                                          
-The light sources used are the eco tube with  consumption savings of 10% 
regardless the equipment.                                                                                                    
-Operating regime: 3000 h/year.                                                                                                                          
-Foreseen consumption: 101.625 kWh/year. 

Energy savings: 75.135 kWh/year Investment: 39.020 €



Economic savings: 11.090 €/year             Pay-back: 4,9 years = 60 months

CO2 emissions savings: 39,679 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Replacement of high factor fluorescent lamps for high frequency lamps with adjustable light contribution.                                                                                                                                                                                     

Initial Situation                                                                                                                             
-In the classrooms the lamps work with concentional equipment.                                                             
-The switching on of these lamps is manual and constant throughout its whole 
operating regime.                                                                                                                                                          
-Total power installed in gas-discharge lamps: 43 kW.                                                                         
-Operating regime: 3.000 hours/year.                                                                                                       
-Annual consumption of fluorescent lamps: 128.850 Kwh/year.                                                                                                   

Final Situation                                                                                                                             
-Installation of new high frequency lamps adjustable according to the light 
contribution obtained form the skylight.                                                                                      
-The lamps will modify the light flux to emit according to the natural light 
contribution detected by their sensor.                                                                                                                                                     
-Total power installed in fluorescent lamps: 23,24 kW.                                                                                                              
-Operating regime: 1.800 hours/year.                                                                                                
-Annual consumption of fluorescent lamps: 41.833,8 Kwh/year.                                                                
-We save 65% of consumption.                        

Energy savings: 87.017 kWh/year Investment: 54.513 €



Economic savings: 1.022,62 €/year           Pay-back: 2,43 years = 29 months

CO2 emissions savings: 3,66 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Implementation of a counting system and energy management.                                                                                                                                                                                   

Initial Situation                                                                                                                           
-The centre has no internal meters of electric energy, only the meters of the 
company are controlled.                                                                                                                                         
-There is no energy plan implemented at the company.                                                                                                                                                       
-Total annual electricity consumption of the company: 401.343 Kwh/year.                                                                                  

Final Situation                                                                                                                            
-Electric meters installed to monitor consumption continually in the main 
consuming systems of the company, in order to make consumption curves 
according to production, the state of the system...                                                                                                                              
-Regular monitoring of consumption of the different places.                                                                                                                                                   
-Management of consumption  per day/week or year, statistics display, 
monitoring of power demand...                                                                                                             
-Total annual energy consumption: total annual electricity consumption of 
the company: 401.343 kWh/year.                                                                                                        

Energy savings: 8.026,86 kWh/year Investment: 2.493,05 €



Economic savings: 720 €/year             Pay-back: 1,5 years = 18 months

CO2 emissions savings: 2,57 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Installation of presence detectors in areas of intermittent occupancy.                                                                                                                                                                                    

Initial Situation                                                                                                                              
-At present there are no presence detectors in the installations.                                                             
-The switching on of these lamps is manual and constant throughout its operating 
regime.                                                                                                                                                       
-In the event of no use, they remain consuming.                                                                                                                                                  
-Total power installed in the areas: 6.270 Kw.                                                                                         
-Operating regime: 3.000 h/year.                                                                                                                  
-Anual consumption of the lamps installed: 18.810 Kwh/year.                                                                          

Final Situation                                                                                                                             
-Installation of presence detectors.                                                                                                      
-The total power is mantained unless we renovate lamps too.                                                                                                                                                   
-Operating regime: it will vary according to the occupancy but it will be a 
real use of consumption.                                                                                                              
-Approximately 30% savings are estimated.                                                                                                                      
-Annual consumption of the lamps installed: 13.167 Kwh/year.                                      

Energy savings: 5.643 kWh/year Investment: 1.080 €



BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Descrition of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Control of emergency lighting and integration in KNX system.                                           

Initial Situation                                                                                                                                  
-The emergency lighting consists of 1X49W lamps.                                                                                          
-The selected lamps are not the most appropriate for this type of lighting in 
energy terms.                                                                                                                                   
-Total power installed in lamps: 8,8/Kw.                                                                                                                       
-Operating regime: 8.760 hours/year.                                                                                        
-Annual consumption of lamps: 77.105,52 Kwh/year.

Final Situation                                                                                                                           
-Installation of adjustable electronic ballasts dependent on photocell and 
integration in KNX system.                                                                                             
-The lamps will modify the light flux to emit according to the natural light 
contribution detected by the sensor.                                                                                               
-Total power installed in fluorescent lamps: 8,8 Kw.                                                                                               
-Operating regime: 8.760 hours/year.                                                                                                                 
-The estimated saving is: 30%.                                                                                                                                    
-Annual consumption of the lamps: 53.973,86 Kwh/year. 

Investment: 21.192,18 €

Economic savings: 2.470,46 €/year              Pay-back: 8 years = 96 months

CO2 emissions savings: 15 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

Energy savings: 23.131,66 kWh/year 



BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Installation of a photocell for the adjustment of  the classrooms and offices according to light contribution and integration in KNX system.                 

Initial Situation                                                                                                                                   
-The existing lamps in offices and classrooms are equiped with adjustable 
electronic equipments.                                                                                                                                                                                
-The adjustment of these lamps is manual.                                                                                                                
-Total power installed: 51,68 Kw.                                                                                                                       
-Operating regime: classrooms 1.530 hourss/year and offices 2.070 hours/year.                                                                                                                                             
-Annual consumption of lamps: 93.208,59 Kwh/year.

Final Situation                                                                                                                           
-Light levels will be established according to the activity.                                                                                             
-Lights will adjust to these levels automatically.                                                                            
-Photocells will be controlled through KNX to reprogramme the light levels 
according to our needs.                                                                                                                        
-Total power installed: 51,68 Kw.                                                                                                                 
-Operating regime: classrooms 1.530 hours/year and offices 2.070 
hours/year.                                                                                                                                                              
-The estimated saving is 15%. We do not apply 30% as standard value since 
we considered that the current manual control is bringing savings.                                                                                                                                                                                          
-Annual consumption of lamps: 79.277,30 Kwh/year. 

Investment: 57.834 €

Economic savings: 1.804,94 €/year            Pay-back: 32 years = 384 months

CO2 emissions savings: 9 t/año Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

Energy savings: 13.981,29 kWh/year



BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Instalation of control systems in areas of intermittent occupancy.                

Initial Situation                                                                                                                                
-The toilets' lamps are switched on from de switch.                                                                                           
-In the event of no use the lamps remain consuming.                                                                                                                
-Total power installed in the areas: 3,33 Kw.                                                                                                                       
-Operating regime: 3.220 hours/year.                                                                                                                                             
-Annual consumption of the lamps: 10.716,16 Kwh/year.

Final Situation                                                                                                                           
-The switching on in the toilets will be through a temporized switch.                                                                                              
-Operating regime: it will vary according the occupancy but it will be a real 
use of consumption.                                                                                                           
-Total power installed is 3,33 Kw.                                                                                                                 
-operating regime: 3.220 hours/year.                                                                                                                   
-Approximately 20% savings are estimated.                                                                                                                 
-Annual consumption of the lamps installed: 8.572,93 Kwh/year. 

Investment: 3.813,80 €

Economic savings: 276,69 €/year             Pay-back: 14 years = 168 months

CO2 emissions savings: 6 t/año Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

Energy savings: 8.572,93 kWh/year



BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Installation of consumption meters in main circuits and integration in KNX for consumption monitoring.  

Initial Situation                                                                                                                                   
-At present there are no consumption meters in every circuits.                                                                                            
-Manual data collection in those circuits where there are consumption meters                                                                                                                                                       
-Some circuits without meter belong to areas subcontracted to third parties.                                                                                                                                                      
-It is not known if  consumption is appropraite according to use.                                                                                                                                             

Final Situation                                                                                                                          
-Electric meters installed to monitor consumption continually in the main 
consumers of the installation.                                                                                                                              
-Regular monitoring of consumption in the different places.                                                                                       
-Management of consumption per day/week or year, statistics display, etc.                                                                                                                                   
-Total annual electricity consumption of the company:                                                                                  
·  1.390.627 Kwh overall consumption of the installation.                                                                                 
·  Savings: 2%: 27.812,54 Kwh/year. 

Investment: 21.020,11 €

Economic savings: 2.970,38 €/year           Pay-back: 7 years = 84 months

CO2 emissions savings: 18 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

Energy savings: 27.812,54 kWh/year



Economic savings: 18.072,47 €/year Pay-back: 19 years = 232 months

CO2 emissions savings: 148 t/year Contact: e-mail: nzubalez@svalero.com

BEST PRACTICES IN BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DOMOTIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

LIFE 09 ENV_ES_000493
Description of the action                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Installation of a KNX domotic system.

Initial Situation                                                                                                                              
-The lighting circuits are switched on manually.                                                                                   
-There is no time programming.                                                                                                                                   
-There is no lighting control, the switching on is all or nothing.                                                                     
-Its switching off is manual, being liable of oversight.                                                                                                                                                
-The heating system works without any type of control along the day. 

Final Situation                                                                                                                            
-Time programming for switching on and off.                                                                                          
-Control and adjustment of lighting and better use of natural light.                                                                                                                                                             
-Adaptation of consumption in transit areas and intermittent use to the real 
use of the installation.                                                                                                                     
-Implementation of a control system of heating demand.                                                                                                                                                             
-By the KNX control and management system 40% savings are estimated.                                                                                                                                                                    
-The savings are the result of the following consumptions average:                                                                                
·  Electricity consumption Lighting FSV: 174.394 Kwh/year. 60% saving.                                                                                                                                                           
·  Gasoil consumption FSV: 40.400 Litres/year. 15% saving. 

Energy savings: 160.537 kWh/year Investment: 350.000 €
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